Multiwavelength half-cavity Brillouin-erbium fiber laser (BEFL) has been demonstrated. The half-cavity BEFL is formed by utilizing only two circulators: one circulator acts as input and output ports and the other circulator is used to form a physical mirror. This design exhibits low peak power difference between the adjacent channels, which is about 0.8 dB. At Brillouin pump (BP) power of 5 dBm and erbium doped fiber (EDF) pump power of 90 mW, up to 19 channels over a wide range of 40 nm (1529 nm to 1569 nm) have been obtained. These channels are free from self lasing cavity modes and for the first twelve Stokes lines, the optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) is approximately higher than 20 dB.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Multiwavelength fiber lasers have simple configuration and wide applications that include fiber sensor, optical communications system, optical component testing, microwave photonics, and others. The optical communication system such as dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) system requires a laser source with a large number of channels with stable wavelength spacing and minimum power fluctuation. For fiber sensor applications, multiwavelength laser is a front runner candidate in many applications such as gas sensing [1], vibration sensor [2] and so on. The non-linearity phenomena in an optical fiber, such as four-wave mixing (FWM) [3], stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) [4] and stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) [5] is used to generate multiple channels with ultra narrow wavelength spacing. However, due to the low gain of the optical fiber, a linear gain medium is used to compensate the cavity loss and improve the laser operation efficiency in terms of number of channels [6]–[8]. Fiber laser based on SBS effect generates channels with spacing of $V_B$. The $V_B$ between channels depends on the material of the fiber, typically around 0.09 nm for standard single mode fiber and can be expressed by the refractive index, $n$, the acoustic velocity, $v$, and the pump wavelength, $\lambda$, as:

$$V_B = \frac{2nv}{\lambda}.$$  (1)

In this type of fiber laser, the highest number of channels can be generated at the EDF peak gain region. However, away from the peak gain region, due to the gain competition between the generated channels and self lasing cavity modes, the number of channels is reduced [9]. Moreover, the self oscillation makes the generated channels unstable and limits the tuning range of BEFL. The tuning range of the BEFL can be defined as the range of BP wavelength which produces the Brillouin Stokes lines in the absence of self lasing cavity modes. To reduce the gain competition between the self lasing cavity modes and the generated channels, which results in improving the tuning range, high BP power is required as reported in [10]. Another approach with some improvement was proposed by using pre-amplified BP power technique [11].
technique, the BP power was amplified by the EDFA box before inserting the optical fiber. From the experiment, up to 18 channels were generated and tuned over a range of 9 nm. The tuning range of the BEFL was improved by utilizing a variable optical attenuator (VOA) [12]. By using this optical component, the Stokes lines were tuned over a range of 19 nm. However, the BEFL performance in the previous works [10]–[13] is highly influenced by the erbium gain properties; thus, the self lasing cavity modes was not totally eliminated. To address this problem, the generated self lasing is prevented from circulating inside BEFL cavities by utilizing a nonlinear mirror (or virtual mirror) concept [14]–[17]. The nonlinear mirror is formed by utilizing an optical fiber at one end of the BEFL cavity to reflect the generated channels. As a result, the BEFL with nonlinear mirror generates channels with free from the self lasing. Moreover, these schemes have the advantage of simple design (no resonance cavity) and low production cost. However, the number of Stokes lines is low. Increasing the number of the Stokes line generation of this laser was another goal of many researchers [15, 16].

In this paper we report performance enhancement of a new linear cavity MWBEFL that utilizing nonlinear mirror technique focusing on channel number, optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) and tuning range. By using minimum optical components to form the laser cavity, which result in producing a low cavity loss comparing with previous setups [14]–[17], up to 14 channels with channel spacing of about 0.089 nm and individual peak power of higher than -20 dBm have been obtained. The first 12 channels have OSNR of over 20 dB. By utilizing only the reflection of the nonlinear mirror to form a linear half linear cavity BEFL, the proposed laser exhibits a wide tuning range of 40 nm.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP OF BEFL

Figure 1 depicts the experimental setup of the multiwavelength linear cavity BEFL. In this experimental setup, the laser cavity was made up of a double pass amplification box, one circulator (C1), and dispersion compensating fiber (DCF), which acts as a nonlinear mirror. The future of the DCF is its high nonlinear coefficient, which is larger than of standard single mode fiber silica [9]. Therefore, it can provide higher nonlinear gain to the generated Stokes. In other words, the number of Stokes lines can be improved by utilizing a highly nonlinear fiber lines generate strong nonlinear effect in a short length of fiber for generating multiple channels.

The BP wavelength was inserted into the laser cavity through port 1 of C1 while the BEFL output spectrum was monitored at port 3. The double pass amplification box consists of a 10-m long EDF with an absorption coefficient of 5.6 dB/m at 1531 nm and pumped by 1480 nm laser diode through a 1480/1550 nm wavelength selective coupler (WSC). The pump laser diode provides an output power of 150 mW. A tunable laser source with a 100 nm tuning range (1520–1620 nm) and linewidth of 200 MHz was used as Brillouin pump (BP). The generated Stokes lines of the BEFL are observed by an optical spectrum analyzer [18] with resolution bandwidth of 0.01 nm.

The SBS naturally appears in a nonlinear gain medium, which is DCF in this experiment, due to interaction between an incident light and acoustic wave in the fiber. The generated Brillouin Stokes line from this interaction propagates in opposite direction and down shifted from the incident light by $V_B$, which depends on the type of fiber [19]. The operation principle of the BEFL is described as follows. The BP first passes the DCF and thereafter is amplified twice by the EDF amplification box. When the amplified BP signal has sufficient power to exceed the SBS threshold, the first Brillouin Stokes line is generated. The generated Stokes line propagates in opposite direction to the BP signal. After that, the first generated Stokes line is amplified twice by the EDFA box. The second Stokes line is generated when it has enough power to overcome the threshold condition. The generation of Stokes lines is continued until the power of the higher order Stokes line is not enough to overcome the threshold power of SBS. Then, the Stokes lines generation is terminated.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The SBS threshold is one of the BEFL parameters that indicates the amount of EDF pump power required to generate the first Stokes line. In this experiment, the threshold power is recorded for BP wavelength and power of 1565 nm and 5 dBm, respectively. The EDF pump power was varying from zero until the Stokes line is appeared. It is found that 7 mW of EDF pump power is required to generate the first Stokes line and each new Stokes line generation required its own threshold power. Figure 2 shows the output spectrum of the BEFL at the EDF pump power 90 mW and 5 dBm of BP power. At these pump powers, up to 14 Stokes lines and five anti-Stokes lines with individual peak power of higher than -20 dBm are generated. The anti-Stokes lines are generated due to the four wave mixing (FWM) effect.

Figure 2 shows the output spectrum of the generated Stokes and anti-Stokes lines. It is clearly seen that 14 Stokes lines have individual peak power of higher than -20 dBm and the first twelfth Stokes lines have OSNR of approximately higher than 20 dB. The OSNR of the generated Stokes lines was measured by comparing the peak power of each individual Stokes line to its highest level of noise.

In this experiment, the Brillouin gain medium acts as a nonlinear mirror. With the absence of BP power, the laser cavity works as a double pass erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA).
However, due to the high nonlinearity of the Brillouin gain medium, which is DCF, the generated amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from EDFA scheme is reflected back to the linear gain medium (EDFA cavity) and results in generation of a self lasing at shorter wavelength range. This self lasing is generated due to the Rayleigh back scattering effect, which is much lower as compared with the effect of SBS. Therefore, the generated self lasing from Rayleigh scattering effect can be removed easily by inserting proper BP power [14]. Consequently, Stokes lines free from self lasing over a wide range can be achieved. In this experiment, the tuning range of the multiwavelength BEFL, which is one of focuses of this experiment, is investigated at BP power of 5 dBm and EDF pump power of 90 mW. The BP wavelength is tuned from 1520 nm to 1575 nm. Figure 3 depicts the output spectra of the multiwavelength BEFL at some selected wavelengths with EDF pump power and BP power of 90 mW and 5 dBm, respectively.

Figure 3 presents the generated Stokes lines of the BEFL over a range of 40 nm from 1529 nm to 1569 nm and free from self lasing. Up to 14 Brillouin Stokes lines with individual peak power that is higher than -20 dBm are obtained over a range of 36 nm from 1529 nm to 1565 nm. However, due to low EDF gain at longer wavelength, the number of wavelength is dropped to 12 Brillouin Stokes lines at wavelength of 1569 nm. Figure 4 shows the corresponding magnified view of some selected wavelengths at EDF pump power of 90 mW and BP of 5 dBm.

It is well known that the self lasing cavity mode, in ordinary configurations, appears simultaneously with the generated Stokes lines as the BP wavelength detuned away from the EDF peak gain, and the tuning range of the BEFL depends on the BP and EDF pump powers. However, the generated Stokes lines based on the nonlinear mirror technique depend only on the linear gain medium. Therefore, the tuning range can be extended to longer wavelengths with constant number of wavelengths when the proper linear gain medium is available.

4 CONCLUSION

We have successfully demonstrated an improved multiwavelength laser structure utilizing the nonlinear mirror and double pass amplification box. The results exhibit high numbers of Stokes lines with an acceptable OSNR. The tuning range of the generated Stokes lines can be extended to cover a wide range when the proper linear gain medium is available. We believe that many optical applications such as optical communications, optical testing and measurement and microwave photonic systems can use this laser as a practical laser source.
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